Quantitative trait loci responsible for Fusarium head blight resistance in Chinese landrace Baishanyuehuang.
Fusarium head blight (FHB), mainly caused by Fusarium graminearum, is a destructive disease that can significantly reduce grain yield and quality. Deployment of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for FHB resistance in commercial cultivars has been the most effective approach for minimizing the disease losses. 'Baishanyuehuang' is a highly FHB-resistant landrace from China. Recombinant inbred lines (RILs) developed from a cross of 'Baishanyuehuang' and 'Jagger' were evaluated for FHB resistance in three greenhouse experiments in 2010 and 2011 by single-floret inoculation. Percentage of symptomatic spikelets in an inoculated spike was recorded 18 days post-inoculation. The RIL population was screened with 251 polymorphic simple sequence repeats. Four QTLs were associated with FHB resistance and mapped on three chromosomes. Two QTLs were located on the short arm of chromosome 3B (3BS) with one in distal of 3BS and another near centromere (3BSc), designated as Qfhb.hwwg-3BSc. The QTL in the distal of 3BS is flanked by Xgwm533 and Xgwm493, thus corresponds to Fhb1. This QTL explained up to 15.7 % of phenotypic variation. Qfhb.hwwg-3BSc flanked by Xwmc307 and Xgwwm566 showed a smaller effect than Fhb1 and explained up to 8.5 % of phenotypic variation. The other two QTLs were located on 3A, designated as Qfhb.hwwg-3A, and 5A, designated as Qfhb.hwwg-5A. Qfhb.hwwg-3A was flanked by Xwmc651 and Xbarc356 and explained 4.8-7.5 % phenotypic variation, and Qfhb.hwwg-5A was flanked by markers Xgwm186 and Xbarc141, detected in only one experiment, and explained 4.5 % phenotypic variation for FHB resistance. 'Baishanyuehuang' carried all resistance alleles of the four QTL. Qfhb.hwwg-3BSc and Qfhb.hwwg-3A were new QTLs in 'Baishanyuehuang'. 'Baishanyuehuang' carries a combination of QTLs from different sources and can be a new source of parent to pyramid FHB-resistant QTLs for improving FHB resistance in wheat.